MUGED Meeting with Dean Siebert & Vice-Dean Dudziak

Copies for Year Reps of signed Rules & Regulations of subjects
- Dean confirmed what ED Council and Year Reps were told earlier – that students may not receive copies of the Rules & Regs they signed
- However, students may take a look at those documents anytime during Dean's Office's business hours
- if Rules & Regulations are not posted by Head of Course or Department on the extranet → notify your year's Vice-Dean (currently, they are Prof. Biernat and Prof. Dudziak)

Exam Card v. electronic signature
- At this point, MUG is not ready to adopt the electronic signature which would eliminate the need for a signed exam card
- There is no university in Poland that uses the electronic signature, all of them are using either the Indeks book or an exam card
- at this point, the Polish healthcare system is testing the electronic prescription system in two provinces – if this project is successful, then the doors will be open to start using the electronic signature technology in other healthcare facilities, including medical universities

Pending requests for conditional admission & attending classes
- all students who submit a request for conditional admission automatically receive permission to attend classes of the year they are trying to enter for 30 days
- in order to quickly obtain the decision about conditional admission/being added to the list of students, the student must:
  - complete the summer internship earlier in the summer – completing it in the last week of September will delay the process
  - submit a completely signed exam card as soon as possible → once again, the last week of September is too late
  - submit your request a conditional admission immediately when you submit the completed exam card
  - if you have an excused absence from a re-sit exam/s, you should notify the Dean's Office about what date you will be taking that/those exam/s
- until the student submits a completed exam card, s/he is a student of his/her previous year
– make the process faster by properly writing your request → use the examples provided by the Dean's Office https://extranet.gumed.edu.pl/dir.php/81228/
– the Dean's Office will post on the extranet a detailed list of all the deadlines for submitting documents (exam cards, requests, etc)

MUG’s USMLE Prep Course
– Head of the Course = Dr. Ewa Bryl (Dept. of Pathophysiology)
– Advisor = Prof. Bieniaszewski (Dept. of Clinical Physiology)
– 80 hour-long course
– available to 40 students – this is how many computers are going to be available
– will begin as soon as the computer lab at the Invasive Medicine Center (CMI) is finished (most likely at the start of 2nd semester of 2011/2012
– all the USMLE prep software is already purchased (available on the lab computers) and so are the prep books (available at the MUG Library already)
– as soon as the course is offered, students must enroll in it & pass it to be certified to take the real USMLE
– students who take the course and fail it → will not be certified by MUG to take the real USMLE
– Dean suggested that this course might be offered during weekends – no final decision made yet
– No final decision made yet regarding if this course will be available as a fakultet or not (there is an issue of equal access to WL and ED students)

Volunteering opportunity – Euro 2012
– WL and ED students are able to volunteer at the Euro 2012 Football Championships as medical volunteers
– throughout June 2012 there will be matches televised live on a giant outdoor screen (Plac Zebrań Ludowych, where the ice-skating ring and concerts are located)
– all gear and water/snacks will be provided
– students are required to know basic Polish, Basic Life Support and English
– if interested, contact Dr. Jacek Gwoździewicz 602 366 956 (Trauma Surgery Dept.)

Public computers in Biomedicum Hallway
– indeed even fewer computers than before are available for checking emails
– the reason is that most of them have been damaged by rain/water during the remodeling of the hallway and the adjacent bathroom
– these computers have been fixed and will return to the hallway after the remodeling is completed
– brand new computers are going to be purchased in 2012 – Dean is not sure if that will be before or after the summer

Future projects
– In addition to the Non-Invasive Medicine Center (CMNI) that the Chancellor has already mentioned, Dean stated that MUG has applied for an EU grant to build a
sports/recreation center on the land between DS1 and the Pharmacology/Forensic Medicine Building (Dębowa 23)

Streetlights between DS1 and Dębowa 23
- unfortunately Dębowa is a street owned by the City of Gdańsk and MUG cannot make any changes to the sidewalk or streetlights
- MUG has already sent a request to the City Hall asking for more streetlights to make the street more safe for students and staff